
Candles for New Year's Eve
Instructions No. 2080

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 30 Minutes

The New Year's Eve celebration is the crowning finale of the year. Together with friends and family,
delicious food is served, celebrated and toasts are served at midnight. To make the evening a complete
success, the right decoration is essential. These noble candles are a great decoration for the table and
are also quickly made.

Cut a pig out of the decorating wax plate and place it on the candle. 

Paint on lettering and motifs with candle liners. We have decided here for Metallic Gold and Gold-Glitter decided. You are
also free to choose the motifs and lettering. In our decoration example we have painted fireworks, the Date 2021 and the
saying "365 new Adventures" 

Dab the glass coasters with Maya Stardust and place the finished candles on them after drying.



More New Year's Eve ideas
Are you looking for more ideas for New Year's Eve? How about, for example, fortune cookies made of glitter paper with
loving messages and sayings or rockets made of cardboard rolls that offer space for little treats 

The ideas can be combined wonderfully as they are colour-coordinated. The result is a great table decoration for a successful
New Year's Eve with friends and family 

Idea 2078 - New Year rockets
Idee 2079 - Fortune cookies for New Year's Eve

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

501880-04 Pillar candle flat head 120/60mmWhite 1

491433-01 Decorating wax setGold 1

490559-14 Candle LinerGlitter-Gold 1

490559-17 Candle LinerMetallic-Gold 1

756846-08 Viva Decor Maya StardustGold 1

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/sylvester-deco-rockets-t2826/
https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/fortune-biscuits-for-new-year-t2828/
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